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Peer-reviewed articles


Monographs


Edited Volumes
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Reviews
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British Journal of Political Science
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Ecology and Society
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Environment, Development and Sustainability
Environmental Innovation and Societal Transitions
Environmental Modeling and Assessment
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Environmental Planning and Management
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Environmental Science & Technology
European Journal of Political Research
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German Policy Studies Journal
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Governance
Journal of Comparative Policy Analysis
Journal of Forest Policy and Economics
Journal of Health Policy and Management
Journal of Political Administration Research and Theory
Journal of Politics
Journal of Public Policy
Mobilization
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Organization and Environment
Policy & Politics
Policy & Society
Policy Sciences
Policy Studies Journal
Political Research Quarterly
Public Administration
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Research Policy
Review of Policy Research
Roman and Littlefield International (Book review)
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Science
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Conference and working papers


*Swiss Climate Policy: decision-making in a federalist state.* Joint-paper with Marlene Kammerer. Presented at the International Conference: Climate Change and Federative Governance, September 2019, Montreal Canada.

*Do beliefs and coordination overlap – climate policy collaboration and venue participation networks.* Joint-paper with Marlene Kammerer. Presented at the General Conference of ECPR, September 2019, Breslau, Poland.

*Coalition Formation and Measurement. Do beliefs and coordination overlap – climate policy collaboration and venue participation networks.* Joint-paper with Adam Henry and Manuel Fischer. Presented at the General Conference of ECPR, September 2019, Breslau, Poland.

*Revisiting Learning under the ACF.* Joint-paper with Chris Weible, Hank Jenkins-Smith, Daniel Nohrstedt, and Adam Henry. Presented at the General Conference of ECPR, September 2019, Breslau, Poland.

*The impact of focusing events on domestic policy discourses.* Joint-paper with Marlene Kammerer. Presented at the General Conference of ECPR, September 2019, Breslau, Poland.

*Do beliefs act as institutional filters – an explorative study in water governance. Do beliefs and coordination overlap – climate policy collaboration and venue participation networks.* Joint-paper with Edella Schlager and Laura Herzog. Presented at the General Conference of ECPR, September 2019, Breslau, Poland.

*Same, same but different? A discourse perspective on the climate policy agenda in Switzerland before and after the Paris Agreement.* Joint-paper with Marlene Kammerer. Presented at the Annual Meeting of the Swiss Political Science Association, February 2019, Zurich.

*Political Systems and Policy Subsystems: Insights about advocacy coalitions and policy change from ten countries on fracking politics.* Joint-paper with Chris Weible, Tanya Heikkila, Daniel Nohrstedt, Paul Cairney and Manuel Fischer. Presented at the RegGov Conference, July 18 in Lausanne, Switzerland; and ECPR General Conference, August 2018, Hambourg.


*Perceived Threats to Common-Pool Resources – An Ecology of Games Perspective to Micro-pollutant Management in the Rhine Catchment Area.* Joint-paper with Laura Herzog. Presented at the XVI Biennial IASC Conference, July, Utrecht, the Netherlands; and at the ECPR General Conference, September, Oslo, Norway.
Of Technocrats and Believers - Factors Driving Instrument Selection in Complex Transitional Settings. Joint-paper with Lorenz Kammermann. Presented at the 3rd International Conference on Public Policy ICPP, June, Singapore, Singapore; and at the ECPR General Conference, September, Oslo, Norway.


Misfit between physical affectedness and regulatory embeddedness of drinking water suppliers along the Rhine River. Joint paper presentation with Florence Metz. Presented at the Environmental Policy and Governance Conference, June 2016, Gerzensee.


Information exchange among political actors: the case of unconventional gas extraction and regulation in the UK. Joint-paper with Manuel Fischer and Svetlana Ivanova. Presented at the ECPR General Conference, September 2014, Glasgow.


How bad are they really? A statistical test of the devil shift argument. Joint-paper with Manuel Fischer, Pascal Sciarini and Frédéric Varone. Presented at the Midwest Political Science Conference, April 2013, Chicago.


Comparing Policy Processes over Time and Scale: 15 Years of Swiss (Inter)National Climate Change Adaptation and Mitigation. Presented at the IPSA Conference, July 9th - 12th 2012, Madrid.


Policy networks: The impact of process design on actors embeddedness orHow to address embeddedness through a network approach. Presented at the 7th UK Social Network Conference University of Greenwich, July 7th - 9th 2011, London.

Venue access and policy conflict: Belief system alignment in Swiss and Swedish energy policy subsystems Joint-paper with Nohrstedt, Daniel. Presented at the Midwest Political Science Association, Section 50: Public Policy, March 30th - April 3rd 2011, Chicago, USA.


Governance networks in telecoms regulation: how to better grasp de facto independence, Joint-paper with Varone, Frédéric, to be presented at the 7th Conference on the Application of Social Network Analysis, September 15th - 17th 2010, Zurich.


Political Brokers and Entrepreneurs: Distinguishing Between Exceptional Agents, Joint-paper with Christopoulos, Dimitris, presented at the Sunbelt Social Networks Conference, June 29th - July 4th 2010, Riva del Garda.

Governance networks in telecoms regulation: how to compare the interdependence of regulatory agencies in Switzerland and Belgium? Joint-paper with Varone, Frédéric; Aubin, David; Mathieu Emmanuelle, presented at the ECPR Joint Session, March 22nd - 27th 2010, Münster.

Bringing policy brokers back in: Evidence from the Swiss climate policy, Joint-paper with Varone, Frédéric, presented at the ECPR general conference, September 10th - 12th 2009, Potsdam.


Learning processes in Swiss forestry, Joint-paper with Zimmermann, Willi, presented at the IUFRO Conference on “Change in governance as collective learning process, June 22nd - 24th 2009, Nancy.

Understanding Advocacy Coalitions, Policy Learning and Brokerage: A combination of Social Network and Multicriteria Analysis in Swiss Climate Policy, presented at the PSA Annual Conference, April 7th - 9th 2009, Manchester.


International pressure on Swiss climate policy, presented at the NCCR Climate Conference, January 21st-23rd 2009, Berne.
The contribution of Social Network Analysis in Public Policies - The challenges to combine SNA with Multicriteria Analysis, presented at the 5th ASNA (Association of Social Network Analysis) Conference, September 12th - 13th 2008, University of Zurich.

Explaining Policy Outputs-The possibility to combine Social Network Analysis with other methodologies, presented at the 4th UK Social Network Conference, July 18th - 20th 2008, University of Greenwich, London.

Coopération entre acteurs publics et privés, presented at the ASSP (Association Suisse de Science politique) Annual Meeting, November 2nd - 3rd 2006, Balsthal.

No chance for a CO2 tax in Switzerland, presented at the 13th Workshop on International Climate Policy, October 27th - 28th 2006, University of Leeds.

The influence of actors’ coalition on policy choice: the case of the Swiss Climate Policy, presented at the 3rd ASNA (Association of Social Network Analysis) Conference, October 5th - 6th 2006, University of Zurich.

Commissioned articles, scientific communication, outreach


**Media articles and press**


*Wenn der politische Gegner zum Teufel wird, hat dies Konsequenzen auf die Politik – DeFacto*, 16 July 2016, article by Manuel Fischer, Karin Ingold, Pascal Sciarini and Frédéric Varone.


*Jetzt frackt China – Tages Anzeiger*, 11 August 2015, Karin Ingold on Fracking in Switzerland.


*Gedanken zum Weltwassertag*, Interview with Karin Ingold on Radio Neo1, March 22nd 2015.


*Klima-Verhalten: „Der stärkste Anreiz ist und bleibt das Geld“,* Schweizer Radio und Fernsehen SRF, March 21st 2014, Interview with Karin Ingold.

*Klimaverhandlungen benötigen Leader, NZZ November 19th 2013, Interview with Karin Ingold.

*Wasser effizienter nutzen - nur wie? NZZ June 13th 2012, Interview with Janet Hering (EAWAG) and Karin Ingold.*